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Mining and Spoiled Land in Zambia: 
An Example of Conflicting Land Use in the Third World 

Perera, N. P., Prof. Dr., Land Resources Survey, Dept. of Biology, 

University of Zambia,  PO Box 32379, Lusaka, Zambia  

Abstract: Mining of copper and other metals to a lesser extent is the mainstay of the Zambian 
economy. Copper is mined in the Copperbelt situated in the northern part of the country. It is 
not only the the most thickly populated part of the country but also the most urbanized. Urban 
centers developed with the mines as their nuclei and hence pose spatial problems between the 
needs of a rapidly increasing population on the one hand and the requirements of the mining in- 
dustry on the other. The provision of raw material for the extractive industries is a geological 
one. Economic history shows the realization of these potentials and thirdly, lack of planning has 
permitted exploitation of minerals and dumping of wastes without much regard to reclamation. 
Spoliation of land by mining activity is mainly caused by the methods of mining as well as by the 
dumping of the solid and liquid wastes from the ore crushers and concentrators; while air pollu- 
tion from sulphurdioxide and dust is from the smelters. Legislation has recently being enacted to 
regulate the dumping of wastes and for the reclamation of waste dumps. However, this has had 
only a minimal effect on the problem as yet. The soil from a dump which is ready for reclama- 
tion is analysed and methods of revegetating such a dump based on ecological principles is 
attempted. Finally, the conflict for land between the needs of a growing urban population and 
the requirements of the mining industry is discussed taking Kitwe, the capital of the Copperbelt 
as an example. 

Introduction 

Recent  years have witnessed a growing awareness of the need 

for increased understanding of the effects of man's activities 

upon the natural landscape. One  area of major concern in the 

last two decades, has been the man induced modifications of 

the envi ronment  caused by extractive industry that makes 

land derelict. S.H. Beaver  (1969) stated that is has been offi- 

cially defined in Britain as "Land which has been so damaged 

by extractive or o ther  p r o c e s s e s . . ,  that in default of special 

action, it is unlikely to be effectively used again within a 
reasonable t ime." On  the other  hand, the term 'derelict '  

implies abandonment ,  and consequently excludes those sites 

which are actively in use, which is more true of mining sites in 

the main mining area of Zambia,  known as the Copperbelt .  

The  term spoiled, however,  may be applied equally to both 

active and inactive sites, and in this context both active and 

disused sites are considered spoiled (Collins 1971). Such a 

term therefore,  fits well into the position in Zambia.  

The  other  common process which causes spoilation is 

agricultural, resulting in accelerated soil erosion, gully forma- 

tion and salinization. Nevertheless,  in Zambia,  as in parts of 

the world where extractive industry is important,  dereliction is 

mainly caused by operations of mining and quarrying. Mining 

is underground digging to extract ores or coal aided by 

artificial light; and quarrying including open-pit  and open- 

cast mining is essentially a surface operation. In mining, the 

depth of working varies according to the geology of the mine- 

ral being exploited and the stage reached by mining technolo- 

gy. 
Two major  consequences of mining are as follows: in the 

first place, it may cause subsidence of the overlying ground, 

resulting in permanent  flooding or formation of marshland. 

Secondly,  as in the case of quarrying too, enormous quanti- 

ties of  the solid waste dug with the mineral,  and also the 

residue after its t reatment  at the pit head, may be dumped on 
the surface, in a variety of ways. The surrounding area is thus 

l i t tered with waste rock dumps, tailings and slimes dams1), 


